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ABSTRACT: The development of the interfacial bond
strength as a function of bonding conditions has been inves-
tigated in two representative semicrystalline thermoplastics,
isotactic polypropylene and polyamide 12. If one side of the
interface is well above the melting point immediately before
contact, more rapid effective bonding is obtained for a given
estimated interface temperature than under isothermal con-
ditions. This is discussed in terms of a simple two-parameter
model for the critical strain energy release rate associated
with crack propagation along the interface, which incorpo-

rates the rate of establishment of intimate contact at the
interface. The model provides a self-consistent phenomeno-
logical description of the time and temperature dependence
of the bonding kinetics in polyamide 12 joints, although
questions remain regarding the detailed mechanisms of
bonding. © 2002 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J Appl Polym Sci 87:
1267–1276, 2003
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INTRODUCTION

Industrial fusion bonding falls into three broad
classes, depending on whether the heat required to
provoke melting at the interface is (1) introduced from
an external source, (2) generated in situ by friction or
radiation, or (3) available from a prior forming oper-
ation.1–6 This last category is of particular relevance to
integrated processing, currently under development
in our laboratory for the production of multicompo-
nent parts that combine the advantages of composites
and neat resins.7–9 The rational design of a sequence of
forming operations will involve optimization of the
total power consumption. Any heat (or mechanical
work) introduced at a given stage of the process
should, therefore, be exploited to the greatest possible
extent during subsequent operations. If an injected
component is to be fusion-bonded to a pre-existing
component, for example, it may be advantageous to
combine the two operations in a single overinjection
step, rather than reheat the interface at a later stage. In
the former case, joining occurs under nonisothermal
conditions; that is, the surfaces to be joined are not at
the same temperature immediately before contact.7

This provides the motivation for this study, which
focuses on the specific problem of nonisothermal fu-
sion bonding, as previously defined, by comparing
experimental results for two representative systems
and introducing a new phenomenological model for
data interpolation. The model is then used to derive
simple processing maps for the optimization of over-
injection within an integrated process. In the experi-
mental investigation, both nonisothermal fusion bond-
ing and fusion bonding under isothermal conditions
have been considered. The latter is of less relevance to
integrated processing, but it provides a useful refer-
ence point when we consider nonisothermal bonding
because isothermal bonding conditions are relatively
well defined.10–13 Moreover, it is hoped that such a
comparison may further our understanding of the
factors that dominate the development of joint
strength in each case and, therefore, prepare the
ground for controlled experimental studies of the un-
derlying mechanisms.

In the past, fundamental studies of the thermally
induced bonding of thermoplastics under well-de-
fined conditions have tended to focus on amorphous
systems and bonding temperatures just above the
glass-transition temperature, Tg.14–16 Such studies
now often involve the characterization of the resis-
tance to mode I crack propagation along the locus of
the original interface with a linear elastic fracture me-
chanics (LEFM)-based test. The results are then ex-
pressed as a variation of the critical stress intensity
factor, Kc, or the critical strain energy release rate, Gc,
with the bonding time and temperature. It is usually
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possible to interpret this in terms of the establishment
of strongly anchored covalent links across the inter-
face. Thus, it has been shown that the development of
strong joints between identical amorphous polymers
held in contact at T � Tg can be explained by the
amount of self-diffusion necessary for entangled
chains to straddle the interface.14–20 One reason for the
success of this approach is that as the polymer is
cooled toward Tg, its self-diffusion coefficient becomes
vanishingly small. Therefore, regardless of the impor-
tance of other processes (e.g., wetting and diffusion of
contaminants away from the interface), experimental
conditions can usually be chosen so that self-diffusion
is the rate-controlling step. The bonding times under
these conditions are generally too long to be of direct
interest for industrial processing. However, such ex-
periments have helped to establish the importance of
entanglements in the mechanical properties of glassy
polymers in general and the importance of well-an-
chored molecular connectors for good joint strength in
particular.21–24

The same concepts now increasingly form the basis
for discussions of semicrystalline polymers, and one
might, therefore, anticipate similar considerations to
apply to fusion bonding above the melting point, Tm.
A direct dependence of Gc on the density of anchored
covalent bonds across the interface, �, has been dem-
onstrated for the diffusion-controlled reaction bond-
ing of isotactic polypropylene (iPP) to polyamide 6
(PA6).24–28 Moreover, it has been successfully mod-
eled with a micromechanical approach27 originally in-
tended to describe crack propagation through a single
craze in a glassy polymer.29 This was justified in terms
of the observation of single crazelike structures ahead
of the crack tip. However, there is now evidence that
the associated scaling of Gc with �2 may be character-
istic of other types of crack tip deformation zones, as
long as deformation is localized to the crack tip.28

In the fusion bonding of identical (or miscible) semi-
crystalline polymers, chain diffusion may not be the
rate-controlling step or at least not be the only rate-
controlling process.14 It is no longer possible to de-
crease the intrinsic melt self-diffusion constant indef-
initely by a reduction in the bonding temperature
because, in general, Tm is greater than Tg. Moreover,
the assumption of a fully amorphous, homogeneous
melt in initially semicrystalline polymers heated to
temperatures up to, and even beyond, the equilibrium
melting point, Tm0, is questionable, depending on the
timescales under consideration. This leads to difficul-
ties in modeling the thermorheological behavior. One
can, therefore, neither assume nor discount models
based on simple melt diffusion a priori in attempting to
account for the kinetics of the formation of strong
joints and their dependence on processing parameters.

EXPERIMENTAL

Specimen preparation

The two resins investigated were polyamide 12 (PA12)
and iPP, both of which have been central to the devel-
opment of integrated processing in our laboratory.
However, they are also considered to be representa-
tive of other common semicrystalline thermoplastics.
The PA12 was a commercial grade from Ems Chemie
(Ems, Switzerland), with a molar mass of 16.4 kg/mol
and a polydispersity of about 2. Differential scanning
calorimetry heating scans of 5-mg samples at 10 K
min�1 indicated the peak temperature of the melting
endotherm of the as-received resin to be 178°C. The
temperature defined in this way is denoted Tm. The
iPP was a controlled rheology grade with a narrow
molecular weight distribution,11 supplied by Shell
Chemicals (London, UK) in the form of extruded pel-
lets, with a Tm value of 165°C. Fusion bonds were
prepared from each material with injection-molded
plaques (50 mm � 50 mm) around 2 mm thick.

Bonding

All the joints were prepared with an instrumented
matched-die mold installed on a servohydraulic load
frame.10–13 The temperatures of the upper (T1) and
lower (T2) halves of the mold were controlled sepa-
rately and recorded as a function of time with ther-
mocouples located on the upper and lower mold faces.
A plaque was first placed in the upper mold. After T1
and T2 had stabilized to within 1 K of the required
values, a second plaque was placed in the lower mold,
and a thin polyimide strip was laid along one of its
edges to provide a starter notch for fracture testing.
The lower mold was covered with an insulating sheet,
and the system was left to equilibrate for 10 min. The
insulating sheet was then removed, the mold was
closed, and a pressure p was applied. After the hold
time, thold, the heaters were turned off, but p was
maintained during subsequent cooling to 30°C. The
initial cooling rate was about 55 K min�1 in each case.

For nonisothermal bonding with T1 � T2, the lower
plaque was always hotter; that is, T1 � T2. The tem-
perature of the interface, Ti, for the initial contact
between the two plaques was estimated to be

Ti � �T1 � T2�/2 (1)

This expression is only strictly valid for perfect contact
between identical infinite plaques with constant heat
capacity and thermal diffusivity. It has nevertheless
been argued to be a useful approximation, based on
detailed simulations considering the variations in the
effective heat capacity with temperature and the effect
of phase transformations.11 The different test condi-
tions investigated are summarized in Table I.
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LEFM testing

For the characterization of the joint strengths, the
mode I Gc value was measured with the double can-
tilever beam (DCB) geometry with a constant crack
opening displacement (the wedge test), as illustrated
in Figure 1. Bars (12 mm � 50 mm) were cut from the
center of the bonded specimens. A crack was initiated
by a wedge (a single-edged razorblade) being placed
in the starter notch and by sufficient pressure being
applied to induce pop-in at the interface.11,12 Crack
propagation was achieved by the wedge being pushed
along the interface at a speed of 2 mm/min with a
screw-driven load frame. The crack lengths on each
side of the specimen were recorded with a video cam-
era as functions of the position of the wedge, and the
average crack length was determined from 8–10 sep-

arate measurements on a given specimen. Two speci-
mens were tested for each set of bonding conditions,
and Gc was determined with Kanninen’s equation:30

Gc �
3	2E1h1

3E2h2
3

8a4 � E1h1
3C2

2 � E2h2
3C1

2

�E1h1
3C2

3 � E2h2
3C1

3�2� (2)

where C1 is 1 
 0.64h1/a, C2 is 1 
 0.64h2/a, h1 and h2
are the heights of the beams on either side of the
interface, 	 is the wedge thickness, and E1 and E2 are
Young’s moduli of the respective beams (Fig. 1). Al-
though approximate, eq. (2) represents a substantial
improvement over models based on simple classical
beam theory23 and is now widely used as a means of
obtaining Gc data from DCB tests.10–13,21,23–28,31,32

(Note that the scatter is relatively large for large Gc

values because the experimentally determined quan-
tity a is correspondingly small and increasingly diffi-
cult to determine precisely.) The loading time for the
material in front of the advancing crack in these tests
may be estimated as 	t � a/ȧ , where ȧ is the crack
propagation speed.33 E was, therefore, determined
from dynamic three-point bending tests at a frequency
of 1/	t � 0.01 Hz. No significant changes in E were
observed in any of the materials after bonding.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows the results for PA12 and iPP joints
prepared under isothermal and nonisothermal condi-
tions. In each case, Ti was varied at constant thold and
p values. For the nonisothermal bonding of PA12, T2
� T1 was maintained at 40 K, whereas for iPP, for
reasons unconnected to this discussion, T2 was main-
tained at 200°C and Ti was varied by variations in T1.
However, given that the results were relatively insen-
sitive to the choice of T2,12,32 this was not expected to
affect the comparative behavior of the two systems
greatly. To facilitate the comparison, we have plotted
Gc against Ti � Tm in Figure 2. The behavior was
indeed very similar for the two materials, although

TABLE I
Processing Parameters for the Different Bonds (�T � T2 � T1)

Series
T1

(°C)
T2

(°C)
thold
(s)

p
(MPa)

Ti
(°C)

	T
(°C)

PP1 100–160 100–160 600 2 100–160 0
PP2 100–160 200 42 2 150–180 100–401
PP3 140 200 0–600 2 170 60
PP4 140 200 40 0–40 170 60
PA1 170–210 170–210 60 2 170–210 2
PA2 160–170 190–230 60 2 180–200 40–60
PA3 180 180 60–1500 2 180 2
PA4 160 200 60–600 2 180 40
PA5 180 180 60 2–32 180 2
PA6 160 200 60 2–32 180 40

Figure 1 DCB test geometry with constant crack opening
displacement.
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PA12 gave larger absolute values of Gc than iPP at
large Ti � Tm values, which was consistent with the
higher Gc value observed for cohesive crack propaga-
tion in this material (Gc values for cohesive failure are
also given in the figure). In each case, there was a
monotonic rise in Gc with Ti � Tm for Ti � Tm � 0.
Moreover, over most of the range shown, nonisother-
mal conditions gave significantly stronger joints than
isothermal conditions for a given value of Ti � Tm, and
this occurred despite the substantially longer thold
used for the isothermal bonding of iPP. Eventually, as
Ti � Tm was increased further, the results for the two
types of bonding converged. This may be attributed to
the lack of any further evolution in Gc once it reached
the value for cohesive failure and, in the case of the
nonisothermal bonding of iPP, where T2 was fixed, a

decrease in T2 � T1. Remarkably, the Gc value for
cohesive failure was reached after less than a minute
for the nonisothermal bonding of iPP with Ti only
about 10 K above the nominal value of Tm.

The effect of thold for fixed values of other parame-
ters is shown in Figure 3 for both nonisothermal and
isothermal bonding in the case of PA12 and for
nonisothermal bonding in the case of iPP. Gc tended
toward its value for cohesive failure as thold increased,
and for the conditions shown, the nonisothermal
bonding of PA12 again gave higher Gc values than
isothermal bonding for intermediate thold. In all cases,
the thold value necessary to achieve cohesive strength
increased markedly as Ti � Tm tended to zero, and the
strength of the PA12 joints prepared under isothermal
conditions became negligible for all thold values inves-

Figure 2 Bonding of PA12 and iPP under (�) isothermal and (E) nonisothermal conditions for different Ti � Tm values: (a)
PA12 [series PA1 and PA2; thold � 60 s, p � 2 MPa, and T2 � T1 � 40 K (nonisothermal)] and (b) iPP [series PP1 and PP2;
thold � 600 s (isothermal), thold � 42 s (nonisothermal), p � 2 MPa, and T2 � Tm � 35 K (nonisothermal)].

Figure 3 Bonding of PA12 and iPP under (�) isothermal and (E) nonisothermal conditions for different thold values: (a)
PA12 [series PA3 and PA4; Ti � Tm � 2 K, p � 2 MPa, and T2 � Tm � 22 K (nonisothermal)] and (b) iPP [series PP3; Ti �
Tm � 5 K, p � 2 MPa, and T2 � Tm � 35 K (results given for nonisothermal bonding only)].
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tigated. However, for the joints prepared under
nonisothermal conditions, Gc values around 200 MPa
m1/2 were obtained with Ti � Tm � 0 in iPP. More-
over, these values were reached after very short thold
values for the values of T2 investigated here, as re-
flected by the apparently non-zero intercept of Gc

plotted against thold in Figure 3.
The effect of p on the isothermal bonding of PA12 is

shown in Figure 4. Gc increased significantly with p,
but this increase was most noticeable in the range 15
MPa � p � 25 MPa, beyond which Gc showed little
further change (although the combination of large p
values and relatively low Ti values led to relatively
inhomogeneous wetting and correspondingly large
scatter in the results). For nonisothermal bonding,
however, there was an intermediate range of p in
which Gc decreased sharply as p increased, as shown
in Figure 5. These trends may be explained in terms of
the establishment of intimate contact and wetting at
the interface during bonding. As well as being prereq-
uisites for self-diffusion across the interface, effective
contact and wetting should maximize the contribu-
tions of van der Waals and other secondary interac-
tions to adhesion and promote physical interlocking.
For interfaces between solid or partially solid rough
surfaces, this requires smoothing out or filling in the
surface roughness.34 Therefore, for isothermal bond-
ing with nominal Ti values less than or around Tm, one
anticipates an increase in the effective contact area at
fixed thold and Ti values as p is increased,34–37 which is
consistent with the results in Figure 4. For PA12, rel-
atively high p values were necessary to improve Gc

significantly under these conditions, but the observa-
tion that Gc reached a nearly constant value at the
highest p value suggests full contact was eventually

achieved. That Gc remained less than for cohesive
failure in PA12 in this latter regime nevertheless indi-
cated thold � 60 s to be insufficient for complete heal-
ing of the interface.

This interpretation is also consistent with the obser-
vation of relatively strong joints for nonisothermal
bonding. Because the temperature of the hotter plaque
was well above Tm in both the PA12 and iPP joints, the
establishment of intimate contact was expected to be
rapid for all p values. This is illustrated by Figure 3,
which shows the bonding of PA12 under nonisother-
mal conditions with a Ti value 22 K above Tm, which
leads to a Gc value close to the value for cohesive
failure for thold � 60 s and p � 2 MPa. Tm is itself an
increasing function of p, as shown in Figure 5. This
would not have affected the melting of the hotter
plaque because it was always molten before the clo-

Figure 4 Bonding of PA12 under isothermal conditions
for different p values (series PA5; thold � 60 s and Ti � Tm
� 2 K). The curve is a fit of the model for the evolution of
Gc with p.

Figure 5 Effect of p on the nonisothermal bonding of PA12
and iPP: (a) PA12 (series PA6; thold � 60 s, Ti � Tm � 2 K,
and T2 � Tm � 22 K) and (b) iPP (series PP4; thold � 42 s, Ti
� Tm � 5 K, and T2 � Tm � 35 K).
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sure of the mold. However, because Tm increases with
respect to Ti as p is raised, a decrease in interdiffusion
and, therefore, a decrease in Gc are expected at suffi-
ciently high p values on account of the suppression of
melting at the surface of the colder plaque. For PA12
under the conditions of Figure 5, Tm became approx-
imately equal to Ti when p reached 10 MPa, and this is
consistent with the observed decrease in Gc for p � 10
MPa. The Gc values at the highest p value might,
therefore, be attributed to secondary interactions
alone, although it is not clear to what extent the ap-
plied pressure could be considered effective at the
instant of contact. Gc in this regime was nevertheless
comparable to the Gc values obtained for nonisother-
mal bonding with Ti � Tm � 0 and for which a
substantial degree of contact may be assumed, given
that T2 was always well above Tm.

In summary, the marked differences between the
results for isothermal and nonisothermal bonding and
the sensitivity of the bond strengths to the applied
pressure strongly suggest the establishment of inti-
mate physical contact at the interface, through the
smoothing out of surface asperities, for example, to be
a significant factor in the bonding kinetics. In the most
general case, the evolution of joint strength during
fusion bonding will involve both the rate of establish-
ment of intimate contact at the interface, dX/dt, and
some function D(t) that describes the evolution of the
bond strength once contact is achieved locally. Gc(t)
can then be written as a convolution:35–37

Gc�t� � �
0

t dX
d�

D�t � �� d� (3)

Although D(t) may be linked at least indirectly with
diffusion processes,37 in view of the possible influence
on the wetting behavior of factors such as contamina-
tion or oxidation at the interface and the potentially
complex thermorheological behavior at temperatures
close to Tm, it is difficult to justify detailed assump-
tions concerning its form a priori. Indeed, estimates of
the reptation times for PA12 samples of molecular
weights similar to that used here, based on rheological
data for homogeneous melts, suggest that interdiffu-
sion at the interface should be relatively rapid in the
temperature range investigated.32 Therefore, either
diffusion is not a rate-controlling factor or simple first-
principle calculations of the reptation time in a homo-
geneous melt are inadequate in this context. It might
nevertheless be possible to infer D(t,Ti) directly from
the dependence of Gc on thold for T2 values sufficiently
high for the establishment of contact no longer to be
rate-controlling. This is of particular interest in that it
would imply (1) the suitability of nonisothermal bond-
ing for the investigation of the microscopic bonding

mechanisms and (2) the possibility of separating the
different contributions to the kinetics of isothermal
bonding by a comparison of the data with those ob-
tained from nonisothermal bonding at the same value
of Ti.

Simplified model for the establishment of intimate
contact during isothermal bonding

As a basis for further discussion, a simplified model
for the establishment of intimate contact is introduced.
Regions of contact are assumed to initiate from a
number of points per unit area of the interface, �,
whose number depends on time in the most general
case, and to grow at some rate ṙ, which may also
depend on time. If all the regions grow at the same
rate, this is described by38–42

X�t� � 1 � exp��k �
0

t

������
�

t

ṙ��� d��m

d�� (4)

where X(t) is the relative contact area after time t and
k and m depend on the geometry of the growing
entities (e.g., k � � and m � 2 for circular contacts).

The contact area is assumed to increase via the
squeezing flow of a non-Newtonian fluid (the melt)
under the influence of a constant global pressure p. For
pure extensional flow or mixed-shear extensional flow
of asperities with initially triangular cross sections,43

ṙ � r	2
̇o�px

po
� n

where 
̇ and po are constant for a fixed temperature, 	
is the effective aspect ratio of the asperities, and

px �
p
X


̇o and po are constant for a fixed temperature, 	 is the
effective aspect ratio of the asperities, and pX is equal
to p/X. In this geometry, the effective volume of ma-
terial being squeezed at the interface is roughly pro-
portional to r, so similar scaling is also anticipated for
pure shear flow (whereas for a shear flow of constant
volume elements, ṙ decreases with r37). Because ṙ de-
pends on r, the use of eq. (4) imposes the assumption
of a constant number of points of contact per unit area
of the interface, �o, established instantaneously at t
� 0, so that

X�t� � 1 � exp��k	2m
̇o
m�p

po�nm

�o��
0

t

r���X����n d��m�
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(no attempt has been made to consider the effect of the
coalescence of the growing regions on ṙ). In this case,
ridged contact surfaces are observed,10–12,32 and a one-
dimensional form of eq. (4) is, therefore, considered
most appropriate:

X�t� � 1 � exp��2	2
̇o�p
po�n

�o �
0

t

r���X����n d�� (5)

Noting that

X�r� � 1 � exp�2�0r�

we may rewrite eq. (5) as follows:

X�t*� � 1 � exp���
0

t*

� ln1 � X����X����n d�� (6)

t* �
t
�1

and �1 � 	�2
̇o
�1�po

p�
n

where 	 is the mean height-to-width ratio of the
ridges.

Comparison with the data

For the polyamides, n � 1, so the characteristic time
for the establishment of contact may be rewritten:

�1 �
�

	2 p (7)

where � is the effective viscosity. The differential form
of eq. (6) is then

dX
dt* �

X � 1
X ln�1 � X�

for which

X � t* �
t*2

4 , t* � 2

X � 1, t*  2 (8)

is an approximate solution. If D(t) is now assumed to
be given approximately by

D�t�
D���

�
t
�2

�
�1

�2
t*, t � �2

D�t� � D���, t  �2 (9)

straightforward analytical expressions for Gc may be
obtained from eq. (3). The resulting forms of X and
Gc/D(�) are shown in Figure 6 as functions of t/�2 for
different values of �1/�2 and for constant �2.

For Ti � Tm � 2 K, �2 is estimated directly from the
data in Figure 4 to be 150 s, with D assumed to be
independent of p and with Gc tending to about 0.4
times its value for cohesive failure in the limit of very
large p (�2 �� �1). The pressure dependence of Gc is
derived from eq. (7), which may be rewritten as fol-
lows:

�1 �
A
p

An approximate fit to the data is given in Figure 4
with �2 � 150 s and A � 1200 MPa s. The data sug-
gested a far more pronounced sigmoidal shape for
Gc(p) than predicted, and it was necessary to assume a
non-zero initial degree of contact, that is, X(t � 0) � 0,
to account for the data at low p. The discrepancies may
reflect both the quality of the data and the approxi-
mations inherent in the model. They could be due, for
example, to an increase in the number of individual
contacts with time, which would lead to an effective
time delay in the onset of relatively rapid bonding.
The predicted evolution of Gc with t for Ti � Tm � 2 K

Figure 6 Predicted Gc/D(�) and D (dotted line) values for
a constant value of �2 plotted as a function of t/�2 for
different �1/�2 values as indicated (two different sets of axes
are given for clarity).
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and p � 2 MPa, with A � 1200 MPa s and �2 � 150 s,
was consistent with the isothermal data, as shown in
Figure 7, but the data again suggested a more sigmoi-
dal shape for Gc(t) than predicted by the model.

In the nonisothermal case, D was taken to depend
only on Ti because Ti has been assumed to reach
values close to Ti as soon as intimate contact is estab-
lished locally. For the conditions of Figure 2, �2 � 150 s
also implied a significant contribution to the noniso-
thermal bonding kinetics from the establishment of
contact, as suggested by Figure 7. Therefore, on the
basis of the observed pressure dependence of Gc, T2
� Tm � 22 K did not appear to be sufficient for the
direct separation of the contributions of D and X to
bonding to be possible by a comparison of the isother-
mal and nonisothermal data at p � 2 MPa. Essentially
the same conclusions were reached based on other
reasonable choices of the form of D, such as the t1/2

dependence observed in glassy polymers.14–16

If it is now supposed that the effective temperature
during the establishment of contact in nonisothermal
bonding is constant, the rate equation should take the
same form as in the isothermal case. This is clearly not
a very realistic assumption, given that large time-
dependent temperature gradients are close to the in-
terface once contact has occurred locally, and � in eq.
(7) will, therefore, not generally be time-independent
(a time-dependent � value could be included in eq. (4),
but detailed modeling of the local coupling between
viscous flow and heat flow has not been attempted).
The fit to the nonisothermal data shown in Figure 7
implies �1 � 240 s, whereas �1 is estimated to be 600 s
for the isothermal data. From the nonisothermal data
in Figure 2, for Ti � Tm � 22 K, �2 � 60 s. If �1 � 240 s
and �2 � 60 s are used to predict Gc for thold � 60 s and

Ti � Tm � T2 � Tm � 22 K, a value of about 1500 J/m2

is obtained, which is somewhat less than the observed
value (see Fig. 3). This is not surprising because it is
reasonable to expect the effective temperature during
the establishment of contact in the nonisothermal case
to be less than T2.

Despite these limitations, this approach is thought
to provide a working two-parameter description of
the bonding process that is consistent with the ob-
served behavior. The question of the physical origin of
the inferred values of �1 and �2 is not clear, however.
Because both these quantities are implicitly assumed
to tend to infinity as T tends to Tm, they cannot be
consistent with estimates of quantities such as the
diffusion constant (as discussed earlier) or the viscos-
ity from the homogeneous melt. Indeed, estimates
based on the melt viscosity severely underestimate �1.
For example, the (linear) shear viscosity, �o, of PA12 of
a comparable molecular weight measured after the
cooling of a fully molten sample to Tm 
 2 is around
103 Pa s.32 Therefore, for p � 2 MPa and 	 � 0.02 (from
profilometry measurements32) and � � 3�o (for exten-
sional flow), �1 is estimated from eq. (7) to be about 3 s.
Similar estimates for the characteristic time are also
predicted by other approaches37 with the same value
of �o and the same profilometry data.32

Given that the establishment of contact does not
depend on the absolute size of the asperities at the
contact surfaces according to this model, it would be
of great interest to investigate the contact behavior
at model interfaces with well-defined macroscopic
roughness. However, even given a realistic model for
this aspect of the bonding process, it should be borne
in mind that Gc and the local mode mixity may de-
pend not only on the microscopic state of the interface
but also on the surrounding microstructure, as dis-
cussed in detail elsewhere.10–12,32 This microstructure
is clearly sensitive to the flow history, particularly for
bonding temperatures just above Tm, where exten-
sional flow may contribute to enhanced crystallization
rates, further complicating the rheological behavior.
Moreover, the asymmetry in the structure close to the
interface may lead to local departures from the stress
states implicitly assumed in the calculation of Gc, with
consequences both for the microdeformation behavior
and for the macroscopically determined values of Gc.

12

Simple interpolation-based processing maps

One of our main aims is to use the analytical descrip-
tions of the bonding process introduced in the preced-
ing sections to sketch the form for Gc over the full
range of Ti and thold values investigated. This allows
us to construct simple processing diagrams for the
bonding of PA12, which provide a useful summary of
the effects of these processing parameters. Examples
are shown for PA12 under isothermal and nonisother-

Figure 7 Comparison of the isothermal and nonisothermal
data given in Figure 3 with the predictions of the model
[D(�) � 8.6 kJ/m2, �2 � 150 s, �1 � 240 s (nonisothermal
data), and �1 � 600 s (isothermal data)].
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mal conditions with p � 2 MPa in Figure 8, in which
the contours of constant Gc have been plotted in {thold,
Ti � Tm} space. In each case, �1 and �2 were estimated
with a power law of the form B(T � Tm)� to interpolate
the values inferred directly from fits to the data. This
procedure may be extended to construct constant Gc

surfaces in {thold, Ti � Tm, T2 � Tm} space, but the
essential features of the behavior are already apparent
in Figure 8. It would also be of practical interest to
include the locus of the onset of significant thermal
degradation in such diagrams, but in this case, no
significant bulk thermal degradation was detected in
the range of conditions shown.32 Similar processing
diagrams have also been derived from the data for
iPP.11

CONCLUSIONS

For estimated Ti’s just above Tm, nonisothermal bond-
ing between solid plaques and plaques initially at
temperatures well above Tm has been shown to result
in bonds with Gc approaching that of the bulk resins
after much shorter times than for isothermal bonding
at the same Ti values. Moreover, even for Ti’s below
Tm, nonisothermal bonding resulted in residual adhe-
sive strength, whereas isothermal bonding gave neg-
ligible adhesion. Therefore, although our interest in
nonisothermal bonding stems mainly from its rele-
vance to multistep processing, this work suggests that
it may be intrinsically advantageous with respect to
isothermal bonding in terms of processing times and
temperatures.

It is inferred from these differences in isothermal
and nonisothermal bonding and the pressure sensitiv-
ity of the bond strength that one of the most important
factors is the establishment of intimate physical con-

tact and wetting at the interface. On this basis, a sim-
ple phenomenological model has been proposed to
account for the experimental results and, therefore, to
construct processing windows defining the range of
parameters for which useful bond strengths can be
obtained. This has fulfilled the aim of developing
guidelines for the optimization of nonisothermal
bonding in an integrated process. In the case of PA12,
the processing windows show that considerable free-
dom in the choice of bonding temperatures is possible
because the degradation of the polymer does not occur
until much higher temperatures or longer times than
those required for bonding.32 This may not be the case
for more heat-sensitive resins, but the method used
here can easily be adapted to these by the incorpora-
tion of information on the degradation behavior.

A detailed physical description of the empirically
determined characteristic times for the establishment
of contact and the development of bond strength once
intimate contact has been achieved is nevertheless
lacking. One difficulty with assuming these to be sim-
ply related to local microscopic processes such as dif-
fusion across the interface is that only Gc is directly
accessible with this experimental approach. Micro-
scopic observations, however, indicate the microde-
formation processes at the interface to be relatively
complex.10–12,32 They are highly dependent on the
microstructure not only at but also in the immediate
vicinity of the interface, which is, in turn, strongly
dependent on the thermal history. Further progress
may, therefore, necessitate both the generation of data
for a wider range of conditions and a more systematic
investigation of the role of the microstructure, the
effect of the interface geometry on the establishment of
contact, and the effective viscosity of the melt in the
temperature range of interest.

Figure 8 Processing maps for PA12 joints and p � 2 MPa obtained with the data given in Figures 2 and 3 for estimating the
contours of a constant value of Gc under (a) isothermal conditions and (b) nonisothermal conditions (T2 � T1 � 40 K).
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